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It is my pleasure to welcome ANFASA members and guests to the
2020/2021 Annual General Meeting. ANFASA is in its seventeenth
year of existence and has gone from strength to strength even
amidst the coronavirus that has forced us to observe a national
lockdown.
Sadly, though, we lost a member and a friend: Rev Mxolisi Sonti
who succumbed to Covid19, and recently one of our former board
members, Colin Smuts, has passed on. My condolences to the
families of our dear friends and may their souls rest in peace.

Prof Sihawukele Ngubane
(Chairman)

ANFASA
CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT

Our highly efcient national administrator Samukelisiwe Mfuphi
has earned the title of national coordinator. I am very pleased that
her work has been acknowledged and rewarded. We are still
trying to nd the resources that will see ANFASA affording a
director in future. To the hardworking board members, who
operate as a collective and share responsibilities, I offer sincere
thanks, and I take the opportunity to remind the members that
when our former director left the board stepped in to do his work.
The experience that they have gained at the coalface over the
years has made them an invaluable asset to ANFASA. When a
specic skill is required for ANFASA's functioning, the board has
the option to co-opt another member for a xed period of time.
We ask the membership to appreciate that this arrangement –
working board members and national coordinator – has served
ANFASA extremely well over the last few years and to postpone
the process of nominating and electing new members until the
organisation is clearly in a position to identify and engage a
director with the multiple skills and the experience to replace this
board.
Due to Covid-19 hurdles, we did not have an AGM last year. This
year we thought we would have a face-to-face meeting but
unfortunately, we are meeting virtually. I am grateful that so many
of our members have joined us today. It is encouraging to see all of
you; later we will unmute ourselves to clap and make some noise,
if possible. We miss the times where we witnessed robust
discussions and debates on the issues that affect us as authors.
In spite of the challenges, ANFASA continues to dedicate itself to
promoting authors' rights. We are committed to building a strong
organisation to support and uplift our society. We look forward to
the day when authors can make a living by their works, and that
initiatives such as Public Lending Right will lead us, one day, to
that achievement. But writing is not only about royalties – it also
contributes to the upliftment of our communities. To this end, we
seek to invest what is indigenous to Africa in the knowledge
economy.
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ANFASA continues to hold virtual meetings and educational
webinars. On 29 and 30 April 2021, we hosted a virtual
international conference, The Power of Authors, which attracted
authors from all over the world. The response was overwhelming
and I have no doubt that our organisation is now on the world
map. Presenters included the likes of Andrew Joseph, Siphiwo
Mahala, Njabulo Zwane, Professor Andries Oliphant, Duduzile
Zwane (a 32-year old author from KwaZulu-Natal), the human
rights activist Elinor Sisulu, the author of note Fred Khumalo, and
our board members Keyan Tomaselli and Monica Seeber.
Colleagues from the International Authors Forum (IAF) joined the
conference: Maureen Duffy, Luke Alcott, John Degen (chair of the
IAF) and Barbara Hayes, the deputy chief executive of the Author's
Licensing and Collecting Society (ALCS) and many others. The
conference deliberated on the value of authors and how they can
use their talents to inuence society. In the conference authors
compared and shared notes, thoughts and strategies for the
sustainability of authorship.
Now that ANFASA has grown its prole we must maintain the
momentum. I am also pleased that we had a successful AGSA
ceremony where we witnessed a diversity of forthcoming books.
This year it was not 'business as usual’ since the ceremony was
hosted virtually, and we missed the music and the fellowship with
writing grant recipients but perhaps the event will be face-to-face
in 2022 so that all books funded through the years will be
displayed. We thank the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Pretoria and
the Norwegian Academic and Non-Fiction Writers and Translators
Association (NFF) in Oslo for their continued nancial support
over the years and are hopeful that this relationship will continue
in times to come.
I look forward to attending the next meeting of the Pan-African
Writers Symposium (PAWS) taking place in Lusaka, Zambia from 8
to 10 September. PAWS is a continent-wide gathering of
representatives from non-ction authors associations, where
delegates share and learn from each other's experiences. Last year,
PAWS activities were suspended because of the Covid-19
pandemic.
I encourage everyone to continue to write and I invite more
members to join ANFASA and to build an organisation betting
our community. I wish you a prosperous year.

Prof Sihawukele Ngubane
ANFASA Chairman
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Dear ANFASA Board of Management and Members
I am pleased to present you with ANFASA's Annual Financial
Statements for the year ending 31 March 2021. The ANFASA Board has
conrmed that the Financial Statements, in the words of our external
auditor, 'fairly present the state of affairs of the association as at the
end of the nancial period and the results of its operations and cash
ows for the year then ended'.

Monica Seeber
(Treasurer)

ANFASA
TREASURER’S
REPORT

The Financial Statements present a snapshot view of ANFASA's
nancial health and indicate that the association has been properly
managed by the Board and that it has sufcient resources to function
as planned till 2022.These resources amount to funding agreements
with the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Pretoria for programmes and
projects; and with the Norwegian Non-Fiction Writers and Translators
Association (NFF) in Oslo for the costs of running the ofce. We
sincerely thank both for their generosity, without which ANFASA
would cease to exist.
ANFASA does also raise funds locally, on an ad hoc basis, and for three
years, 2012 to 2014, we received funds from the National Lotteries
Commission. We are in the process of re-applying for the years 2022 to
2024, and are hopeful, but with no guarantee of success.
As ANFASA becomes better known and the membership grows we
hope that our nancial situation will stabilise, and especially that the
membership will increase and that membership fees will give us a
nancial safety net. However, the continuing non-payment of
subscriptions by members is concerning, and we appeal again for
members' support by paying the fees.
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected ANFASA's operations but less so
its nances apart from the drop in membership as authors make their
way through these unsettling times. As we face a third wave of
infections let's hope for strength and fortitude and to be able to report
on a nancially healthy ANFASA again this time next year.

Monica Seeber
ANFASA Treasurer
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ANFASA BOARD MEMBERS
Prof Sihawukele Ngubane

Tsietsi Winston Dennis Mohapi

I i s a n a c a d e m i c , e d u c a t o r,
researcher, communicator, author
and editor of published books;
professor of isiZulu language,
literature and culture at the
University of KwaZulu-Natal and a
senior isiZulu linguist. He has served locally and
internationally in strategic positions and as a
leader of the African Renaissance Movement in
KwaZulu-Natal since 2002; as the chair of the Zulu
Royal Household Trust, of the Dramatic, Artistic
and Literary Organisation (DALRO) and of the
USiba Writers Association. He also chairs the Pan
African Writers Society (PAWS).

is a retired former head of
translation and editing in African
languages at the former
Department of Arts and Culture.
His literary career spans 30 years.
In 2002, he received a Certicate of
Honour for his contribution to promoting and
developing Sesotho Literature in the Free State
province. He has written over twenty books and
translated numerous children's books from
English into Sesotho. In 1996 he founded the
Sesotho Writers Association (MoabaSesotho) and
served as its chairman until 2006.

Prof Keyan Tomaselli
Monica Seeber
founded ANFASA in 2004 and was
its rst director. She is a publishing
consultant and book editor, and
co-author with Nicholas Evans of
The Politics of Publishing in South
Africa (2001) as well as a guide to
the management of copyright in book
publishing, written for WIPO. Monica has also
written numerous articles on copyright and
publishing. She is a founder member of the
African Publishers Network (APNET).

Elitha van der Sandt
is the Chief Executive Ofcer of the
South African Book Development
Council (SABDC). She spearheads
national growth strategies for the
book publishing sector. Eitha holds a
BCom degree from the University of
the Western Cape. She has been involved in lobbying
the government to invest in the creation of a diverse
book sector serving all South Africans.

is Distinguished Professor at the
University of Johannesburg, editor
of Critical Arts: South-North
Cultural and Media Studies and coeditor of Journal of African
Cinemas. He is co-editor with
Anthony Olorunnisola of Political Economy of
Transformation: The South African Media.
Hampton Press, 2011. A member of the Academy
of Science for South Africa, he is also Professor
Emeritus and a Fellow at the University of
KwaZulu-Natal, where he was for 29 years the
Director of the Centre for Communication, Media
and Society.

ADMINISTRATION
Samukelisiwe Mfuphi
National coordinator
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ANFASA is a national association especially for authors of general non-fiction works, textbooks and
academic works, but it does not exclude authors of fictional works from membership. Many
authors of fiction write non-fiction as well, and vice versa. ANFASA's programmes, and its
objectives, apply broadly to all authors. ANFASA is dedicated to defending their intellectual
property rights, to promoting their works and to sharing information and offering advice and
expertise on writing and publishing.

ANFASA'S VISION
is to be a member-driven association to uphold and enhance the prole and status of authors in
South Africa, through advocating for the recognition of their works and protection of their rights, in
collaboration and cooperation with other stakeholders in the book value chain such as publishers,
booksellers and libraries.
ANFASA recognises that authors have the potential to inuence society for the better, as expressed
in the United Nations development goals of campaigning to end poverty, protecting the
environment, and promoting peace and prosperity. Authors played a signicant role in the South
African struggle for democracy and showed that authors can have power. ANFASA's overriding
objective is to strengthen the voice of authors in the service of a democratic and egalitarian society.

ANFASA'S MISSION IS:
To build a strong organisation to support and respond to authors' needs and interests and to
enable their agency In directing their personal development as creative workers.
To inform authors of their intellectual property rights and ensure that they are properly
remunerated for their work, and to maintain good relationships with rightsholder bodies
and other sectoral stakeholders with the objective of advancing the growth of a writing and
reading society.
·

To make a contribution to South African culture, heritage, economic and human
development through the growth of a literate society, and to encourage and support
written communication in the arts, sciences and humanities.
To sponsor and encourage the writing and publication of new works especially those which
tackle themes of striking relevance such as human rights, social and economic development
and all aspects of the environment.
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ANFASA WORKING GROUPS
Academic Group is headed by Prof Keyan Tomaselli. It is an informal grouping spread across
the academic sector and including several ANFASA members. Through this group, ANFASA is
active in academic debates countrywide.
Copyright Group is led by Monica Seeber. Other members of the team are: Dr Lee-Ann Tong,
Andrew Joseph, Samukelisiwe Mfuphi, Jonathan Sabbatha, Prof Keyan Tomaselli, Prof
Sihawukele Ngubane and Maria Tsvere (Zimbabwean observer).
Public Lending Right Group is led jointly by Sihle Khumalo and Monica Seeber. Other members
of the team are: Prof Sihawukele Ngubane, Samukelisiwe Mfuphi, John Tsebe, Elitha van der
Sandt, Winston Mohapi, Janet Smith and Nazeem Hardy (nominated by LIASA).

REPRESENTATIONS
ANFASA is a member of, or represented on:

·
·
·
·
·
·

The General Council of the South African Book Development Council (SABDC).
The International Authors' Forum (IAF)
The Pan African Writers Forum (PAWS)
The Coalition for Effective Copyright
The Publishing Industry Commission for the Book Sector Masterplan
The board of the Dramatic, Artistic and Literary Rights Organisation (DALRO)
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ANFASA MEMBERSHIP
The larger the membership, the stronger the voice –
recruiting more members is always the priority.
The Board periodically reviews ANFASA's membership
strategy, seeking answers to questions:
·

Are our methods of recruitment effective?

·

What kind of members does ANFASA value
most?

·

Do our membership priorities reect changing
social patterns?

The year 2019 was a difcult one for ANFASA, in a
funding transition period after a successful three-year
funding phase. This meant that planned programmes
had to be put on hold, and the lack of events was
reected in membership statistics for the year. It hasn't
been possible yet to make up the numbers that were
lost.
In 2020 the covid pandemic struck and social
distancing put an end to contact events. This, too,
contributed to the lag in membership recruitment. But
by the start of 2021 a series of virtual events was
starting up, and we are condent that the number of
members will start to grow again. The grant scheme
continues unchanged by social distancing, and
although the annual reception hosted by the
Norwegian Embassy in Pretoria for the winning authors
has had to be cancelled it was replaced this year by a
very successful virtual celebration. As applicants for
grants are expected to be paid-up members, this
scheme always brings in a ood of new members, but if
they don't succeed in getting a grant they rarely renew
their membership for the next year. This is a real
challenge.
A survey was run in 2020 to nd out what attracted
authors to ANFASA and what activities they valued the
most. Although the respondents rated the annual
grant scheme highest and copyright next, they were
too few to be statistically reliable. A new survey is being
drawn up and will be run in 2021. Possibly, incentives
may encourage participation.
7

ANFASA NEWSLETTER

Re-entering the Internet clutter last year was the relaunched ANFASA Magazine. Coinciding with
the pandemic lockdown, its inaugural number was largely shaped by Cedric Sissing, an icon
amongst Durban's bookshop community, who pulled a whole section together on how publishers
were innovatively negotiating the moment.
Almost immediately the new series found its niche, examining copyright and issues of open access,
thesis supervision experiences, and issues relating to historical writing in Africa. Subsequent
numbers carried articles on textbooks, getting published in academic journals, open science, book
pricing, book reviewing and workshops on publishing.
The Magazine has opened spaces for emergent academic authors to write about their experiences,
and for the veterans to debate public policy on publishing, policy, and the precariat, which denes
the unstable conditions under which many authors labour.
This focus, together with a targeted promotion, has brought the Magazine and the issues it reports
on to the attention of state departments and various science, university, and research divisions.
Some of the articles rst published in the Magazine have been reproduced elsewhere, such as
University World News – Africa.
Coterminous with the reappearance of the Magazine has been the reproduction of book reviews by
honorary member Chris Merrett, following their shorter format in The Witness. These are also now
nding reproduction on other authors' organizational websites.
In debating pressing policy issues, the Magazine is punching well above its weight, and each number
has attracted up to 40 responses globally, as many similar issues are buffeting authors in other
societies. It has helped us to directly interact with other national scholarly communities.
Most welcome have been self-reective articles by MA and PhD thesis students on their experiences
of writing theses and of becoming published authors. These short items are being circulated within
some universities as guides to the next generation.
The Magazine will continue to keep its print on the pulse of publishing policies and practices that will
affect authors, whether positively or negatively.
Prof Keyan G Tomaselli
ANFASA Board Member
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ANFASA GRANT SCHEME FOR AUTHORS (AGSA)
The ANFASA Grant Scheme for Authors has been running since 2007. It is to benet authors of
scholarly and of general non-ction works. The scheme encourages young researchers in particular to
build their academic reputations through the writing of scholarly monographs. Grants are reserved for
books rather than articles, although a compilation of essays would be eligible. Authors currently
working on a scholarly or a general non-ction work are eligible to apply.
To date hundreds of recipients have beneted from the scheme and many books have been published.
The grants are intended to provide a sum of around R30 000 to be used for an author to “buy time” – to
take leave, for instance, and devote the time to writing; or to travel in order to conduct research. A
grant could also be used for equipment to conduct interviews. The grants are for research and writing
and are not intended to cover the cost of publishing the manuscript although a grant could also be
used to cover some editing costs, for instance, if properly motivated. In 2020 14 winners were chosen
and over 360 grants were distributed.
ODILILE PATRICIA LINDIWE AYODELE
Does Trade Follow the Flag? The Story of Mobile Telephony and South Africa's
Foreign Economic Policy
In this book, I argue that the international relations of telecommunications in Africa
highlight the thin line between corporatism and its consequences for a state's global
relationships. I make two key assertions: rst, African countries, collectively and
individually, need a comprehensive regulatory telecommunications framework that includes clear and
enforceable provisions guiding the behaviour of telephony companies' operations outside of the state.
Second, African telecommunications multinational corporations mimic the state's national foreign
economic policy directives and objectives but are not directed by them. To succeed in its expansion
efforts, telecommunications multinationals, go under the guise of the state 'ag'. I focus on South
Africa's agship multinational telephony network operators, MTN and Vodacom, to illustrate the ways
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) companies have always taken advantage of epoch
shifting periods, such as the end of the Cold War and apartheid.
RELEBONE RIRHANDZU MYAMBO
Depression is Not an Aesthetic
According to the South African Depression and Anxiety Group (SADAG), one in six South
Africans is living with anxiety, depression, or substance use problems. Despite the
prevalence of mental illness in our society, it is still a very misunderstood and
misrepresented health issue. Mental illness topics remain taboo. Depression Is Not an
Aesthetic is a book of personal essays that looks at the experience of one Black woman's depression and
anxiety journey in order to demystify mental illness. Covering topics such as social media's role in how
we view depression, generational trauma, what self-care really is, taking anti-depressant medication,
and nding love when you are mentally ill; the book helps to break down what depression and anxiety
are (and are not).

TLOTLANG OISIAME MOLEFE
A Co-operator's Manifesto
The research project is a participatory and critical assessment of the values and principlesand histories and theories behind them - meant to power co-operative entrepreneurship
and enterprises the world over, including in South Africa, the research area. The project is
participatory in that fellow co-operative organisers join as co-researchers. And it is critical
because, while co-operation is diffuse in human societies, the values and principles in question, as set
out by the International Co-operative Alliance, elide and diminish the rich histories, practices and
thinking on co-operation in Africa and elsewhere in the global South. Furthermore, these values and
principles were uncritically adopted and made legally obligatory by the state through an approach to
'development of and through co-operatives' that is paternalistic. The project sets out to answer how, if
not through the established values and principles, co-operative organisers would like economic and
social relations to be governed in their enterprises.
9

CARLA LEVER
Acting up: Performing Protest in South Africa
The book unpacks the role of performance in creating social change. Part social analysis,
part cultural archive, it discusses how iconic gestures and creative tactics create
'repertoires' of protest - a form of body language that is powerful, spectacular and highly
attuned to viral media spread. Particularly, it seeks to understand how these repertoires 'travel' from
protest to protest, hold deep community memory and adapt to 're-classify' activism between the street
and the stage.

MBUSO KHOZA
AmaHubo Ezibongo ZakwaZulu
Going beyond music and heritage work Mbuso Khoza is currently a Master's student at
Wits. This book stems from his research in Heritage and Culture studies. It is the rst in the
series of books that will serve as a transcript not only on indigenous music but also the core
signicance of Zulu clan names and the history behind them and is aimed at achieving these historical
interests for future generations. The book, a collaborative work between Mbuso Khoza and the
University of KwaZulu-Natal, will be launched in 2021 through an event that will showcase both the
book and Amahubo in a musical context.

LEE WATKINS
Southern Rap Sounding: Style and the Spectacle of Democracy in South Africa
Lee Watkins is the director of the International Library of African Music at Rhodes University
in Makhanda. His research interests lie in the applied studies of music, be it in heritage or
development studies. The book is based on more than twenty years of engagement with
hip hoppers and rap music, rst in Cape Town and now focusing on the Eastern Cape. It
emphasises a discussion on rap music style, which has not yet been addressed by scholars in South
Africa. The book investigates rap style in the context of individual agency, aesthetics, politics and
pleasure.

THEMBELA VOKWANA
Umculo Wamakwaya: Biographical Sketches and Critical Commentaries on Music of
Selected South African Choral Composers
The author is actively involved in amakwaya through training, adjudication, occasional
conducting and singing. He lectures in the history of amakwaya at the University of Fort
Hare. His current research examines the life and work of RT Caluza. He constantly explores
ways to bring makwaya music and related intellectual discourses to the purview of academic music
studies locally and internationally through research and performance. This book provides an overview
of amakwaya genre. An introductory chapter outlines key historical data about the genre through a
discussion of the economies of its production, dissemination, performance contexts, reception,
politics, the role of education and related extra musical dynamics that have shaped it. The rest of the
book will focus on biographical sketches of selected composers and their musical outputs.

DUDUZILE CHAROL ZWANE
Surviving My Munchhausen Zulu Mother
Duduzile Zwane's biography chronicles her harrowing relationship with her Zulu mother.
She has an insidious illness called Münchhausen Syndrome. This psychological disorder
entails a caregiver deliberately making her child sick, to gain public sympathy. It is typically
co-morbid with other psychological diseases. In Dudu's mother's case, it coexisted with
malignant Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD). Psychologists call this the "street angel-home devil"
syndrome. Essentially, the parent is overtly altruistic. In private, she is exceptionally callous and violent
towards her children.
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TRISTEN ROBERT TAYLOR
They Stole the Boat
Dr Tristen Taylor is a National Geographic Explorer and a Research Fellow at the Unit for
Environmental Ethics, Stellenbosch University. Southern Africa's rst climate change
induced drought started in 2015: cracked earth, dry mouths. Children growing up without
rain, conicts over diminishing resources and species disappearing into the memories of
vanishing cultures are the now. Global warming in action. But abandoned farms and lost forests are not
just the repercussions of burning coal, they are the consequences of the lust of politicians for power
and money by all means foul. They Stole the Boat is rst-person reportage, told from the ground and
across borders, on the intertwined issues of the environment, corruption and politics.

RICHARD CONYNGHAM
All Rise: Resistance, Rebellion and Revolt in South Africa- A Graphic Story
All Rise: Resistance, Rebellion, and Revolt in South Africa is a four-part graphic history
series, based on little-known court records, that revives stories of resistance by
marginalized South Africans against the colonial and apartheid governments. The rst
volume, which spans the 'Union period' of 1910-48, is due to be published in 2021, and will
consist of six stories, all researched and written by historian Richard Conyngham and each illustrated by
a different South African artist. The stories in All Rise combine a variety of universal issues related to
justice and human rights with a refreshing narrative medium. Based on painstaking research, the work
already completed has received glowing endorsements from a list of lawyers, judges, academics,
activists and graphic history authors. The impact of the project is two-fold: elevating the prole of
diverse South African illustrators and providing a lasting, reliable, accessible resource for readers of
history both at home and abroad.

LORATO TROK
Unrecognised, Ignored and Forgotten: The Story of Scientist Saul Sithole
This second book in a series of unsung heroes, The Forgotten Scientist: The Story of Saul
Sithole is about the untold story of a pioneering black scientist who made a great
contribution to the elds of anthropology and ornithology in South Africa. Saul Sithole is
one of the hidden gures whose story of scientic knowledge in ornithology deserves
praise and honour. The book honours his legacy and celebrate his decades-long career in ornithological
work in Africa. It is also a love letter to the many men and women in South Africa and on the African
continent whose stories of courage were mufed by decades of injustice, exclusion, and dispossession.

THENJIWE NOMALANGA
The Changing Nature of Commercial Exploitation of Image Rights in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution
Nomalanga's book project is about the development of image rights. In her book, she sets
out the laws and principles regulating image rights in South Africa, the UK, the USA and
the Bailiwick of Guernsey. She reasons that there is a need for the development of the legal
meaning of the nature of commercial gain in the fourth industrial revolution. Nomalanga reveals this
need through the lens of regulatory frameworks and related intellectual property rights such as
copyright. She discusses how new technologies such as social media and the articial intelligence used
in deep fakes and drones necessitate the need to develop the laws that address the commercial
exploitation of identity in the fourth industrial revolution.

ANTONY KAMINJU
Theatrical Expressions of Football Fans in South Africa
This project suggests that South Africa's soccer fans, especially those who support Orlando
Pirates and Kaizer Chiefs are worthy of further observation and study. Their theatrical
performance on the terraces and beyond are worthy of recognition and call for further
investigation. Through selected interviews and photography the author attempts to
engage in performances and rituals associated with sports fandom.
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SELF-PUBLISHING WORKSHOP
'Self-Publishing' means that the author controls the entire process including the design of the cover
and the interior; the price, marketing and distribution.
The self-publishing landscape has changed considerably in South Africa in the past few years and it is
increasingly becoming the rst choice for writers. There has been a ood of new self-published titles,
many of them unfortunately of low quality. ANFASA is constantly attending to calls and e-mails from
authors who want to know how they can get published. This workshop provides them with a full
picture of the ups and downs in the process of successful self-publishing.
The workshops comprise a series of nine sessions, each presented by an industry expert. On the
ANFASA website, each session will have a forum to allow a ow of conversation, and workshop
participants will have an opportunity to engage the facilitator and ask questions.
The sessions are:
The book value chain in South Africa
Professional editing, proof-reading and copy-editing
The basics of typesetting as an independent publisher
Judging a book by its cover
Online publishing and marketing on a budget
The process of legal deposit and ISBN
My journey to self-publishing: challenges and opportunities
Distribution and sales.
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This two-day virtual event was judged, overall, as a great
success. It was brimful of thought-provoking
contributions from the speakers and also from the
members who intervened with their questions and
comments.
The concept arose from the feeling that authors are
generally undervalued in modern societies, especially in a
country like South Africa grappling with social,
educational, economic and political issues as well as the
containment of the Covid-19 pandemic. Society seems to
have lost its reverence for the bearers of knowledge
The aim of the conference was to re-evaluate the
contributions made by authors through the ages and to reexamine the meaning of authorship and how it can be
given its due weight in these unsettling and hazardous
times. How much can authors contribute to
the healing of society, to transformation?
The practical objectives of the conference were:

29 and 30 APRIL 2021

•

•
•
•

To promote ANFASA as a leader in author
empowerment.
To host an international event to raise awareness of
the status of authors in society; to look, study and
survey – with talks, discussions and opinion pieces –
the part authors have played in the shaping of
societies, through the ages and in the present.
To host a lively, stimulating and engaging virtual
event.
To solicit greater support from government for the
knowledge production process in South Africa.
To raise awareness of the rights of authors and the
need for their protection through appropriate
copyright laws, and to advocate for authors'
incomes through tools such as Public Lending
Right.

The overall intention to foreground ANFASA, to create a
presence and greater visibility for the association.
The programme and all the arrangements were project
managed for ANFASA by the South African Book
Development Council, to whom we offer thanks for a job
very well done.
The structure of the programme was informed by research,
such as into the work of the International Authors Forum
(IAF) and into similar events. A content structure was then
developed, which was further amplied and by a
workshop where relevant topics and discussions were
identied. This was then developed into a programme
across two days, with an overarching theme for each day.
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THE POWER OF AUTHORS CONFERENCE (CONT)
Day 1: Authorship - debating, exploring and re-establishing the role and status of authors in society.
Day 2: Economic - claiming the right to earn an income and exploring ways of strengthening income
for authors.
Then, speakers were identied and approached. This process was slow, but a diverse range of
speakers was nally secured. As the conference was to be international, speakers from around the
world had to be included. The IAF was a very helpful partner in this regard and assisted with securing
international experts. There was a good balance of local and international speakers to ensure that
the conference remained locally relevant.
Among the useful data on membership and for future planning was the result of a number of quick
surveys taken during the course of the conference. The results, below, provide ANFASA with a guide
to the needs and interests of authors when it comes to the work of an effective association, and
ANFASA will bear them in mind.
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THE CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
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WORKSHOPS FOR AUTHORS OF BOOKS IN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES
After the advent of the missionaries in the 1800s in South Africa, the publishing of literature in
indigenous languages was managed by Christian and government institutions. The books were
meant for schools only and were published according to the prescripts of the department of
education, the only buyer of schoolbooks. They were produced cheaply and were of low quality:
covers couldn't withstand the learners' daily handling; children's books were illustrated in black and
white; there were no pictures to make the stories easier to understand.
The book belonged to the publisher and the authors signed away their copyright for a small royalty
and an annual statement of books sold.
More often than not, the creative potential of the writer was hamstrung by such rigid control of the
content, the appearance and the marketing of the books.
Although much has changed today, authors of books in indigenous languages still feel
disempowered by the strictures around writing, publication and marketing. ANFASA is starting to
plan workshops to improve their understanding of these processes and thereby gain the condence
to explore a broader range of subject matter that will appeal to adult audiences as well as learners.
Tsietsi Winston Dennis Mohapi
ANFASA Board Member
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PUBLIC LENDING RIGHT
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Maureen Duffy from the UK, Arjen Polman from The
Netherlands, Geoffroy Pelletier from France and PierreOlivier Lesburguères from PLR International in Brussels –
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gave us a lively conversation about PLR and one which will
help us immensely in our campaign to introduce PLR to
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South Africa.
Maureen, especially, is an icon of PLR, and her short talk,
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delivered with humour, was nothing short of inspiring.

The ANFASA PLR team is a strong one. Sihle Khumalo and I
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are laying the foundations of our campaign which will be

developed together with the other members of the team.
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a growing interest. The four international speakers –
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COPYRIGHT WORKING GROUP
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Contract Terms (APACT), which sets out, in clear and direct
language, the terms and conditions that should appear in
a good book publishing contract. ANFASA also advises
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members who run into copyright and contract-related
problems, and it runs well-attended workshops for
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authors on copyright and contracts.
The ANFASA Copyright Group has opposed provisions in
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the Copyright Amendment Bill of 2015 which are

potentially harmful to authors: it has made numerous
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submissions to Parliament as well as appearing before the

Parliamentary Portfolio Committee for Trade and Industry
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in oral hearings on the Bill. This has been a long-drawn-out
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conict against supporters of the Bill with all its failings. To
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our grave disappointment the parliamentary committee
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approved the Bill, and so did the National Assembly and
the National Council of Provinces. We thought that all our
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efforts on behalf of authors and, more broadly, the book
publishing industry, had failed.
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But the president declined to sign the Bill into law and sent
it back to Parliament with a letter setting out six areas he
was concerned may fail the test of constitutionality. One of
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and maintaining the ANFASA-PASA Agreement on

his reservations was that the public had not been
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sufciently consulted about the introduction of the legal
doctrine of 'fair use'. Indeed, ANFASA had pointed out to

the Committee that our several submissions on this point
had been ignored.
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2021, as copyright team leader I was able to send the team
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members this message:
“I am very happy to tell you that the Parliamentary
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Portfolio Committee decided this morning to
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uphold the president's reservations, and the
provisions they refer to will be re-opened for public
discussion. In a nutshell, the Bill has been stopped
in its tracks.”
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It is not over yet. Later this year, the parliamentary
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committee will call for further comments on lack of
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consultation regarding fair use. The ANFASA copyright

team is preparing yet another submission demonstrating
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of authors, especially of academic books, schoolbooks and
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books in the South African indigenous languages, to make
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a living from their writing.
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Copyright Team Leader
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reservations, we were on tenterhooks, but on 12 May
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